Partial lexicographic preference trees, or PLP-trees, form an intuitive formalism for compact representation of qualitative preferences over combinatorial domains. We show that PLP-trees can be used to accurately model preferences arising in practical situations, and that high-accuracy PLP-trees can be effectively learned. We also propose and study learning methods for a variant of our model based on the concept of a PLP-forest, a collection of PLP-trees, where the preference order specified by a PLP-forest is obtained by aggregating the orders of its constituent PLP-trees. Our results demonstrate the potential of both approaches, with learning PLP-forests showing particularly promising behavior.
Introduction
Preferences are ubiquitous in decision making. They have been extensively studied by researchers in artificial intelligence, psychology, operations research, and social choice theory. Learning preference models, that is, expressions concisely representing a preference order has been central to this research. Much of the attention was focused on learning utility functions that represent preference orders quantitatively [7] .
Recently, researchers proposed several qualitative models of preference orders arguing that they are more directly aligned with conventions humans use when expressing their preferences. They include conditional preference networks (CP-nets) [2] , and models ordering outcomes lexicographically such as lexicographic strategies [16] , conditional preference trees (CP-trees) [17] , lexicographic preference trees (LP-trees) [1] , conditional lexicographic preference trees [3] , partial lexicographic preference trees (PLP-trees) [12] , and preference trees [6, 13] . As with quantitative models, learning qualitative models is important because eliciting them directly from users is often impractical. However, while learning CP-nets has received a fair amount of attention [11, 5, 10, 9] , the study of learning lexicographic models is still in the early stages. The results obtained so far concern mostly learning LP-trees [1] and conditional lexicographic preference trees [3] . Other models received less attention. In particular, no algorithms for learning PLP-trees have yet been proposed even though PLP-trees retain the simplicity of LP-trees but also offer flexibility that makes them less sensitive to overfitting.
In this work, we study the problem of learning PLP-trees over multi-valued attributes, which generalize the original binary version of PLP-trees [12] . As in the binary case, multi-valued PLP-trees can be grouped into four classes that capture different types of orders: unconditional importance and unconditional preference (UIUP) trees, unconditional importance and conditional preference (UICP) trees, conditional importance and unconditional preference (CIUP) trees, and conditional importance and conditional preference (CICP) trees.
The computational complexity of learning PLP-trees is well understood. Schmitt and Martignon [16] showed that for lexicographic strategies, a special case of UIUP PLP-trees, computing a lexicographic strategy maximizing the number of correctly handled examples is NP-hard, and Liu and Truszczynski [12] extended this result to other classes of PLP-trees. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the problem of practicality of learning PLP-trees and using them to represent preferences. To this end, we introduce several best-agreement and approximate algorithms to learn PLP-trees (of the four types above). We show experimentally that they are effective on several domains and datasets, and generate trees that accurately approximate the preference order being modeled. To support our experiments, following Bräuning and Hüllermeier [3] , we generated a library of datasets of preference examples deriving them from datasets of examples developed by the machine learning community to support research on the classification problem.
When learning a decision tree, a problem that may arise is overfitting. To reduce its effect, Breiman [4] proposed learning a random forest, that is, a set of uncorrelated decision trees learned from randomly selected sets of examples. The random forest learning algorithm [4] first generates several decision trees (a forest), randomizing the attributes used in their construction. To classify an instance, the algorithm aggregates the predictions made by the trees in the forest using the majority rule. We adapted that approach to the setting of PLP-trees. A PLP-forest is a collection of PLP-trees. PLP-trees in a PLP-forest are learned using randomly selected small fragments of a training set. To predict if one outcome is preferred over another, we apply the pairwise majority rule (PMR), a simple and effective voting rule studied in social choice. We adjust algorithms learning PLP-trees to the setting of PLP-forests and study their effectiveness both in terms of time and accuracy.
The key findings supported by our results are: (1) PLP-trees and PLP-forests are expressive preference models. Experiments with the datasets we constructed from commonly used machine learning classification domains showed that the accuracy of learned models typically exceeded 85%, often exceeded 90%, and in some cases was as high as 95%. (2) PLP-forests aggregated by PMR provide in general higher accuracy than PLP-trees. (3) PLP-trees and PLP-forests learned by a greedy approximation method have accuracy comparable to best-agreement PLPtrees and PLP-forests learned by maximizing the number of correctly handled examples in the training set. Moreover, because of overfitting arising in "best-agreement" trees and forests, in some cases, heuristic approaches offer an even better accuracy. (4) Approximation learning methods are fast and can work with large datasets; methods based on learning best-agreement trees can also be effective in practice, especially when we learn PLP-forests, where we bound the number of examples each tree in the forest is learned from.
Partial Lexicographic Preference Trees
PLP-trees were originally defined to represent preference orders over combinatorial domains with binary attributes [12] . In this work, we expand the definition to the general case where attributes are multi-valued (not necessarily binary), which is relevant to practical applications.
Let A = {X 1 , . . . , X p } be a set of attributes, with each X i having a domain D i , with the sizes of all domains bounded by a constant. The corresponding combinatorial domain over A is the Cartesian product CD(A) = D 1 × . . . × D p . Elements in CD(A) are called outcomes.
A PLP-tree over CD(A) is an ordered labeled tree, where: (1) every non-leaf node is labeled by some attribute from A, say X i , and by a local preference > i , a total strict order on the corresponding domain D i ; (2) every non-leaf node labeled by an attribute X i has |D i | outgoing edges; (3) every leaf node is denoted by 2; and (4) on every path from the root to a leaf each attribute appears at most once as a label.
Each outcome α ∈ CD(A) determines in a PLP-tree T its outcome path, P (α, T ). It starts at the root of T and proceeds downward. When at a node n labeled with an attribute X, the path descends to the next level based on the value α(X) of the attribute X in the outcome α and on the local preference order associated with n. Namely, if α(X) is the i-th most preferred value in this order, the path descends to the i-th child of n.
The shared path segment of α and β in T is the longest common prefix of both P (α, T ) and P (β, T ). If the last node on that segment is not a leaf, we call this node the divergence node for α and β. We say that outcome α is at least as good as β (α T T β) if (1) the divergence node is not defined (the last node on the shared path segment is a leaf, and so both outcomes end up in the same cluster of equivalent outcomes), or (2) the divergence node is defined and α(X Div ) > Div β(X Div ), where X Div is the attribute labeling the divergence node and > Div is the local preference order on the domain of X Div . Clearly, the condition (1) defines the associated equivalence relation ≈ T and the condition (2) defines the associated strict order relation T .
To illustrate, let us consider the domain of cars described by four multi-valued attributes. The attribute BodyType (B) has three values: minivan (v), sedan (s), and sport (r). The Make (M ) can be either Honda (h) or Ford (f ). The Price (P ) can be high (g), low (l), or medium (d). Finally, Transmission (T ) can be automatic (a) or manual (m). An agent could specify her preferences over cars as a PLP-tree T in Figure 1 . The tree tells us that BodyType is the most important attribute to the agent and that she prefers minivans, followed by sedans and by sport cars. Her next most important attribute is contingent upon what type of cars the agent is considering. For minivans, her most important attribute is Make, where she likes Honda more than Ford. Among sedans, her most important attribute is Price, where she prefers mediumpriced cars over low-priced ones, and those over high-priced ones. Among sport cars, her top priority is transmission and she prefers manual to automatic. Let us consider a Ford sedan with a middle-range price and an automatic transmission ( s, f, d, a , in our notation) and a Honda sedan with a high-range price and a manual transmission (that is, s, h, g, m ). Writing c 1 and c 2 for the two cars, respectively, and traversing the tree T , we see that cars c 1 and c 2 diverge on the node labeled by attribute P , and that c 1 (P ) > c 2 (P ). As a result, we obtain that c 1 T c 2 (c 1 is better than c 2 ).
In the worst case, the size of a PLP-tree is exponential in the number of attributes in A.
However, a special structure in some PLP-trees allows us to "collapse" them and obtain more compact representations. Let R ⊆ A be the set of attributes that appear in a PLP-tree T . We say that T is collapsible if there is a permutationR of elements in R such that for every path in T from the root to a leaf, attributes that label nodes on that path appear in the same order in which they appear inR. If a PLP-tree T is collapsible, we can represent T by a single path of nodes labeled with attributes according to the order in which they occur inR, where a node labeled with an attribute X i is also assigned a conditional preference table (CPT) that specifies preferences on X i , conditioned on values of ancestor attributes in the path. These tables make up for the lost structure of T as different ways in which ancestor attributes evaluate correspond to different locations in the original tree T . Missing entries in the CPT of X i imply that under the corresponding conditions, all values of X i are equivalent (equally good). The PLP-tree in Figure 2a is collapsible, and can be represented compactly as a single-path tree with nodes labeled by attributes and CPTs (cf. Figure 2b ). The CPT for T (M ) indicates that preferences on the values of T (M ) depend on B (B and T , respectively), and both of these CPTs are incomplete with missing entries. For instance, the agent is indifferent between automatic and manual transmissions when the body type is minivan and sedan. (Incidentally, the PLP-tree in Figure 1 is collapsible, too.)
Collapsible PLP-trees represented by a single path of nodes are called unconditional importance trees or UI trees, for short. The name reflects the fact that the order of attributes on outcome paths is not conditioned on the values of ancestor attributes. A collapsed UI tree may have size substantially smaller than the "uncollapsed" one, especially if local preferences depend on few ancestor attributes. Of particular interest are collapsible trees whose all nodes labeled with the same attribute are assigned the same local preference order. In their collapsed representation, CPTs assigned to nodes consist of a single unconditioned entry. Such UI trees are called UIUP trees, with UP indicating unconditional preference. Clearly, the collapsed representation of a UIUP tree is exponentially smaller than its explicit representation. The UIUP tree in Figure 3b is the collapsed representation of the collapsible PLP-tree in Figure 3a .
To stress that local preferences may be conditional, we will use the term UICP trees when referring to UI trees that are not UIUP trees. Among UICP trees, of practical interest are those where the number of parents is bounded by some fixed small integer k independent of p, and the CPTs are complete. We call this type of trees UICP k PLP-trees. In this case, the sizes of the CPTs and, consequently, the sizes of the trees are polynomial in the number of attributes. An example UICP 1 tree is shown in Figure 3c . One can show that our earlier definition of the preference relation T given for the "full" representation of PLP-trees can be adapted to work with collapsed PLP-trees (i.e., UI trees). In general, PLP trees do not need to be collapsible and the order of attributes on paths from the root to leaves may differ from path to path and so, the importance of attributes is conditional. We refer to such PLP trees as conditional importance trees or, CI trees. Depending on whether preferences in CI trees are unconditional or not, we refer to them as conditional importance and unconditional preference trees (or CIUP trees), and conditional importance and conditional preference trees (or CICP trees). We refer to the paper by Liu and Truszczynski [12] for formal definitions and examples of CI PLP-trees.
We now formally define the learning problem we study and comment on its complexity. In the problem we are given a set of examples, that is, expressions (α, β, ) and (α, β, ≈), where α and β are outcomes. Examples of the first type are strict examples and of the second type equivalence examples. A PLP-tree T satisfies a strict example (α, β, ) if α T β. Similarly, T satisfies an equivalence example (α, β, ≈) if α ≈ T β. The goal is to compute a PLP-tree (of a specified type) that satisfies the maximum number of examples from the input set. We refer to this problem as MaxLearn.
The MaxLearn problem is NP-hard for each of the four classes of PLP-trees we discussed (when applicable, assuming that we learn collapsed representations). This is an easy consequence of the fact that the corresponding decision versions of the problem (asking for the existence of a PLP-tree of a given type satisfying at least k examples from the input set, where k is another input parameter) are NP-complete [12] .
Algorithms learning PLP-trees
We will now outline best-agreement (exact) and greedy (approximation) learning algorithms for the MaxLearn problem. For simplicity, we restrict attention to the case when all examples are strict.
To find the best-agreement model, that is, to compute a PLP-tree (of a specified type) that maximizes the number of satisfied examples, we used answer-set programming (ASP) [14, 15] and its gringo/clasp grounder-solver tool [8] . This approach consists of two logical programming modules: the data module describing the dataset (i.e., attributes, domains, outcomes and examples), and the rule module applying an optimization statement to search for a PLP-tree that correctly decides as many examples as possible. Given an instance of the MaxLearn problem expressed as the two modules, the ASP tool gringo/clasp computes an answer set encoding the PLP-tree that is a solution to the input instance.
Our method to solve the MaxLearn problem approximately, that is, to compute a PLPtree that satisfies possibly many examples (but perhaps not the maximum number) is based on a greedy approach. It is similar to the greedy method proposed by Schmitt and Martignon [16] to learn the so called UIFP trees.
1 A formal description of the greedy algorithm is included in the appendix.
The algorithm has two versions, one to learn UI trees and the other one to learn CI trees. Both versions start with a "configuration" (E , A, n) , where E is the input set of all strict examples, A is the set of attributes of the domain of the problem, and n is a node (initially, a node to serve as the root of the tree to learn). Both versions set T = n and store (E , A, n) in an auxiliary set C. Upon termination, T is the root of the learned tree. UI tree learning: In this case, C consists always of exactly one configuration (E , A, n). In each iteration, n is labeled with an attribute X l ∈ A and with a CPT for X l to maximize the number of examples in E that are correctly decided by X l under the selected CPT.
2 The algorithm updates E by removing all examples decided (correctly or incorrectly) by X l and its CPT, updates A by removing X l , creates a new node n , makes n its parent, and updates n to n . It then processes this new configuration. The process terminates when E is empty.
We implemented UI tree learning algorithm in two versions in which each CPT consists of a single unconditional preference preference order (to learn UIUP trees), or is a full CPT conditioned on values of at most one attribute (to learn UICP 1 trees). CI tree learning: In each iteration, the algorithm removes one configuration (E , A, n) from C. The algorithm picks an attribute X l and a preference order for X l at n (not a CPT, as here the structure of the tree is used to model conditional preferences) so that to maximize the number of examples in E correctly decided at this node. If we are learning CIUP trees, the choice of the preference order is restricted: if X l has already been used as a label before, we have to use the preference order we originally assigned to X l with all nodes we label with X l . The algorithm updates E by removing all examples decided at n (correctly or incorrectly), and A by removing X l . At this point, both outcomes of every example in E have the same value on X l (otherwise, the example would be decided, correctly or not, by X l ). For each value x l,i of X l , the algorithm creates a node n i , makes n the parent of n i , and sets E i to consist of all examples in E whose both outcomes have value x l,i on X l . It then adds (E i , A, n i ) to C. When the new set C is computed, the algorithm starts the next iteration. Configurations with the empty set of examples become leaves and the process ends when they are no more configurations to process.
We note that CIUP tree learning algorithm returns different trees depending on the order in which configurations in C are considered. We studied two versions based on the depth-first order (using a stack to represent C), and the breadth-first order (using a queue to represent C), resulting in CIUP d and CIUP b trees, respectively.
Experiments
We studied the performance of our algorithms by experimenting with them on datasets we derived from publicly available classification datasets in the University of California at Irvine Machine Learning Repository. The datasets are listed in Table 1 and their characteristics (the numbers of attributes and outcomes, and strict and equivalence examples) are given in Table  2 . The appendix describes the datasets in more detail.
First, we discuss learning UIUP PLP-trees using the best-agreement and greedy methods. The goal is to compare the accuracy of both methods. This is important as the best-agreement method, because of its complexity, can only be used on relatively small example sets. For a dataset D (where D is one of the twelve datasets we studied), we fix the size of the training set to t, where 1 ≤ t ≤ 250. Then, we randomly pick TR D ⊆ E , where |TR D | = t, as the set of training examples, and use TE D = E \TR D as the set of testing examples. Based on training examples in TR D , we learn a UIUP PLP-tree T BA using the best-agreement method, and a UIUP PLP-tree T G using the greedy heuristics. We then verify the models T BA and T G on testing examples in TE D and compute the accuracy of each method, as the percentage of strict examples in TE D decided correctly by the corresponding tree. For each t, 1 ≤ t ≤ 250, we repeat this process 20 times and compute the average accuracies. Figure 4 shows the learning curves (the accuracies as the function of the size of the training set) for the best-agreement method (BA-UIUP) and the greedy algorithm (G-UIUP) for the datasets CE, IN, MS and WN. We show the accuracies for the two methods on all datasets when t = |TR D | = 250 in Table 3 .
This experiment shows that, when the number of training examples is small, the greedy approach achieves accuracy comparable with that of the best-agreement method. The results summarized in Table 3 show that (1) the greedy algorithm already achieves accuracy exceeding 85% on six datasets (most notably, the accuracy of 95.5% on WN); and (2) the greedy algorithm performs very close to the best-agreement method, with the difference within 2 percentage points on all but two datasets, IN and MS. Examining the learning curves in Figure 4 (a) and (d) (they are representative of 10 out of 12 datasets -all but IN and MS), we observe that the greedy algorithm works well compared with the best-agreement method across the range of the training set sizes. The learning curves for the two datasets on which the greedy method lags behind the best-agreement one are shown in Figure 4 (b) and (c).
Since the best-agreement method quickly fails as the training sample size grows (the problem is NP-hard), in experiments with large learning sets we only used the greedy heuristics. As demonstrated above, the greedy heuristics is a good alternative to the best-agreement method. For a dataset D, we generate TR D ⊆ E as the training set, and use TE D = E \ TR D as the testing set. We learn UIUP, UICP 1 , CIUP b , and CIUP d trees based on TR D using the greedy heuristics, and then we verify the trees on the testing set TE D , computing their accuracy. Table 4 shows the accuracies of trees learned from training sets of size 70% of the of E . Table 4 we note that for the greedy algorithm: (1) for all datasets, there is a clear gain in the accuracies for the UIUP trees learned from larger training sets (cf. Table 3) ; (2) for all but one dataset (IN), the UICP 1 trees, which allow for simple conditional preference statements, are more accurate than the UIUP trees; (3) both the CIUP b and CIUP d models are more accurate than the UIUP models for all but one dataset (MM); and (4) the most general class CICP achieves the best accuracies among all four classes of PLP-trees across all datasets.
The size of a PLP-tree is measured by the total number of preferences in the CPTs in the tree. Clearly, for UIUP, CIUP and CICP trees, it is also the number of non-leaf nodes in the tree. For UICP trees it is the total number of rows in all conditional preference tables in the tree. It is desirable to learn trees that are accurate but small. Trees of a small size provide qualitative insights into the structure and properties of the preference order of a user. The size of a PLP-tree learned by the greedy algorithm is bounded by the number of training examples. On the other hand, it never exceeds the size of the largest possible tree for a domain it models. These maxima are shown for each dataset in Table 5 . The maximum for CI trees is the common maximum for CIUP b , CIUP d and CICP trees. The last column in the table shows the size of the training example set used (70% of all examples). Table 6 shows average size of trees learned by our greedy algorithm (for each dataset and for each class of trees considered). The results indicate that the learned trees have indeed relatively small sizes when compared to the upper bounds implied by Table 5 . The difference is drastic for CIUP b , CIUP d and CICP trees, where trees we learn have sizes that are small fractions of the maximum possible size they potentially might have. For UIUP trees and UICP 1 trees, the difference is smaller (these trees, because of their structure, are very small to start with), yet even there is some cases the learned trees have sizes below 80% of the maximum size and occasionally are much smaller (for instance for the WN dataset). These small-size trees can provide explicit insights into the importance the user assigns to attributes when deciding between outcomes, and into how her preferences of attributes depend on preferences on the more important ones.
We also observe that the sizes of learned CIUP b trees are always smaller than the sizes of the learned CI trees of the other two types. In some cases (datasets GC, NS, TTT, VH), they are significantly smaller. Given that the accuracies of learned CIUP b and CIUP d trees are very close to each other, and the accuracies of the learned CIUP b and CICP trees differ by more than 2 percentage points in only one case (GC), the results suggests that CIUP b trees provide a particularly attractive preference model. The results are well aligned with the intuition that when using CIUP trees, agents build them level by level in a breadth-first fashion.
Another important property of greedy algorithms is that they work fast even on large training sets. Our timing experiments show that they scale up linearly with the size of the training set. In contrast, the best agreement method scales up exponentially and times out (with the timeout set to 120 seconds) even on small training sets with 250 elements.
Closing this section, we provide a brief comparison between PLP-trees and decision trees, a commonly-used classification model in machine learning. Decision trees can be used as classifiers that, given two outcomes, can tell if an outcome is better or worse than another. Our experimental results show that decision trees are generally better on predicting preferences between outcomes than PLP-trees are, although the difference rarely exceeds 3 percentage points on our data sets. However, PLP-trees offer not only a quick way to determine dominance (the order between two outcomes) but also insights into the structure of the reasoning process of the decision maker. They point to importance of attributes and conditional dependencies between them, and explicitly identify optimal outcomes. This information is hard to glean out of the decision-tree model for the dominance relation.
Partial Lexicographic Preference Forests
As we see from Table 4 , our approximation method achieves high accuracy (above 85%) on most of the datasets for all four types of PLP-trees. However, on some datasets such as MS, PLP-trees that we learn have accuracy below 80% across all classes of trees. In an effort to improve on this, we introduce the notion of a PLP-forest, that is, a collection of PLP-trees. Let F = {T 1 , . . . , T n } be a PLP-forest. We say that F is a C PLP-forest, where C is one of the four classes UIUP, UICP 1 , CIUP and CICP, if F consists exclusively of C PLP-trees.
Aggregating PLP-Trees in a PLP-Forest
We use the pairwise majority rule (PMR) to aggregate orders defined by trees in a forest. The choice of PMR as the aggregation rule is motivated by three considerations. First, plurality was used in the related work on random forest learning [4] that motivated and influenced our ideas behind PLP forests and PLP forest learning. Second, the task we have at hand is to determine the preferences between outcomes, so PMR is well aligned with this task (the outcome that "wins" on more orders "wins" overall). Finally, the PMR is intuitive and easy to implement.
Let us denote by N F (o 1 , o 2 ) = |{T ∈ F : o 1 T o 2 }| the number of trees in the forests where the outcome o 1 is preferred to the outcome o 2 . Given a forest F , and two outcomes o 1 and o 2 , we say that o 1
In some cases, PMR may lead to the so-called Condorcet's Paradox, where the strict PMR F relation contains a cycle. It is not the case for our datasets, which we created in such a way that the Condorcet's Paradox is prevented from happening.
Experimentation
First, we show results for UIUP PLP-forests using the best-agreement learning and the greedy heuristics. In each experiment, we randomly partitioned a dataset into training set (70%) and testing set (30%). We used the training set to learn a forest of 5000 trees, where each tree is learned from 50 examples selected with replacement and uniformly at random from the training set. We repeated that process 20 times (learned 20 forests), and computed their accuracies (using the testing set), as well as the average accuracies over all 20 forests learned. The averages are given in Table 7 (we write BA and G to indicate the methods used). We see that G+Forest outperforms G+Tree on all but one dataset (i.e., IN). This indicates the gain of using a forest of diverse trees against a single tree for UIUP. Similarly, we observe that BA+Forest outperforms G+Forest on all datasets but one (CE). This points to another advantage of PLP forest learning: they achieve good accuracy even when individual trees are learned from small example sets and so, the best-agreement learning becomes practical.
Second, we show results of PLP-forest learning with the greedy heuristics and the five types of PLP-forests (under the same setting as before). The results are shown in Table 8 . Comparing with Table 4 , we see that UICP 1 trees do not lend themselves well to the use in forests, the accuracies for individual UICP 1 trees are higher than for forests of UICP 1 trees for five out of 12 datasets. However, for all other types of trees, the idea of learning forests of such trees is very effective. We get improvements in the accuracy on all datasets but one for UIUP and CIUP d trees, and in all but two datasets for CIUP b and CICP trees. In the case of the dataset MS, the improvements provided by forest learning are particularly significant.
We also studied how the accuracy of PLP-forests changes with the number of their PLPtrees. In Figure 5 , we show the results for UIUP and CICP PLP-forests for selected datasets. Examining Figure 5 , we note that with even smaller forests, consisting of 2000 forests, the accuracies are already very close to those we observe for forests consisting of 5000 trees. That suggests that much larger forests would not offer any additional boost in the accuracy. The figure also shows that the number of trees needed in a forest in order to offer a better accuracy than that of an individual tree varies (for only one case with dataset IN and class UIUP, we do not see forests of trees surpass individual trees in accuracy).
Conclusion and Future Work
We considered learning partial lexicographic preference trees, or PLP-trees. We showed that PLP-trees are expressive preference models that can be used to accurately model preferences arising in practical situations, and that high-accuracy PLP-trees can be effectively computed. We also proposed and studied a variant of the model based on the concept of a PLP-forest, a collection of PLP-trees, where the preference order specified by a PLP-forest is obtained by aggregating the orders of its PLP-trees. We proposed and implemented the best-agreement and greedy algorithms to learn PLP-trees and PLP-forests. To support experimentation, we used datasets that we adapted to the preference learning setting from existing classification datasets. Our results demonstrated the potential of both approaches. For learning single trees, our results show the effectiveness of the greedy heuristics, and identify CIUP b trees as offering both high accuracy and small tree sizes. Learning PLP-forests improves accuracy and yields useful models even when individual trees are learned from small example sets. That allows us to use the best-agreement method for learning PLP forests, the method inapplicable when example sets are large.
In the future, we will study partially collapsible PLP-trees where some subtrees are collapsible while the whole tree is not. We will explore expanding our preference learning library with real-world datasets obtained by experiments involving human subjects. Finally, we plan to implement and experiment with other aggregators for PLP-forests, and compare with our results using the desirable and intuitive majority rule.
